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Biographical/Historical Note:  Formed in 1848 at Miami University (Ohio) by six students Phi 
Delta Theta has grown to over 160 active chapters.  The WKU chapter was formed May 7, 
1966. 
 
Description: Photographs created by members of Phi Delta Theta removed from various 




Subject Analytics:  
Fraternities & sororities 
Initiation rites 
Parties 
Phi Delta Theta 
Western Kentucky University  
 
Accession Information: These records were donated to WKU Archives by Jason Heflin, 2011. 
 
Allied Collections:  UA12/2/20 Phi Delta Theta Records 
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Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C Linked to 

















Fraternities & sororities 
Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F1560 
Big Brothers & Sisters 
TP 
Toilet paper 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 
















Photo Cabinet F1561 Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 





































Photo Cabinet F1563 Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 





Photo Cabinet F2151 
Big Brothers & Sisters 
Cookout 
Pool Table 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 















Photo Cabinet F2169 




Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 














Photo Cabinet F2297 
Roulette 
Togas 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 












Photo Cabinet F2814 
Cherry Statue (WKU) 
Foosball 
Togas 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 






Tug of war 
Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F2900 
Togas 
Trains 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 




















Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 












Photo Cabinet F2902 
Big Brothers & Sisters 
Halloween 
Skits 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 

















Photo Cabinet F2904 Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 






Photo Cabinet F2905 
Cars 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 















Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 




Tug of war 











Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 











Photo Cabinet F2910 
Togas 
Phi Delta Theta 1988 Phi Delta Theta Collection 













Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 







Photo Cabinet F2914 
Air hockey 
Togas 
Phi Delta Theta Phi Delta Theta Collection 







Tug of war 
